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Let FREEDOM Ring!

Distributors from around the world are celebrating
the Freedom the Enagic business offers them and their families!

Distributor Profile: 6A2 Coach Ken & Shannon Redman - USA

Freedom is our birthright;
it’s the inherent condition
that makes us yearn for
more and inspires us to not
only follow our dreams, but
to fight for them as well.
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Message
Mr. Ohshiro
from

Confined. Suffocating. Chained. Thrust into darkness.
Unknown. Unseen. Caught in the web of despair…. These
are the sign markers along the path of bondage...
Freedom is our birthright; it’s the inherent condition that
makes us yearn for more and inspires us to not only follow
our dreams, but to fight for them as well. Freedom is the
most humanistic of traits and also the most fragile. Freedom
isn’t free, but it is yours for the taking…
I knew I was never going to be good at making other
people money. I always had larger aspirations and knew
I could invent, create and innovate where others would
simply quit. While others who were presented with
an opportunity would hesitate, flinch or just give up
before they even got started, I had the innate ability
to recognize potential and then go GRAB it. This gave
birth to my own Freedom.
In much the same way, YOU also desire
Freedom. Freedom from whatever binds and curbs you;
whatever belittles and reduces you; whatever stifles you
and prevents you from your ascension into greatness. When
the feeling of discomfort becomes so great and the chains
holding you back become so heavy, we all rise to break the
confines of bondage! We shake off the dust, gather our
intestinal fortitude and forge ahead. We declare our newly
found independence with a cry of Freedom!
You are destined for a Freedom most can only fantasize
about. You are going to shock them all. And once you embrace
your own freedom, you are going to be empowered with the
ability to free OTHERS as you continue your journey with
Enagic. You will create a revolution, a rebellion, an uprising
against shackles or restraints of any type. When you see
yourself as a purveyor of freedom, a Freedom Crusader, then
YOU will have truly become Free!
Never settle. Never stay chained. Never rest in the
darkness. The light of freedom beckons you!
IT’S YOUR TIME TO BE FREE!
United in the Power of Freedom,

Hironari Ohshiro
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Distributor
Profile
6A2 Coach Ken &
Shannon Redman

St. Louis, Missouri - USA

“WHO we chose made
all the difference!”
These were the words of Coach Ken and Shannon Redman, newlyminted 6A2s in the Enagic Global Family. This powerful duo had decided that if they were going
to dedicate themselves to working the Enagic business, they had to be sure they selected the
sponsor who would provide the greatest compliment to their efforts.   With that end in mind, they
interviewed distributor after distributor and finally decided that Michelle Raley would be the best
fit for them. As Coach Ken and Shannon shared, “We knew how critical our sponsor was going to
be and Michelle was simply the tops!”
The dynamic couple shared that the PERSONAL aspect
of Enagic required that they be aligned with a sponsor
who could empower them, support them, and challenge
them. It wasn’t enough just to “know the product” or
“understand the comp plan.” Coach Ken and Shannon
knew that choosing the correct person as their sponsor
would be KEY for them! Based on their outstanding
results, it appears their choice was the perfect one for
them. In fact, as they were initially building their Enagic
business, they moved up three ranks in just one month!
In less than six months Shannon was able to quit her
full-time job and, not long after that, she and her
husband hit the esteemed rank of 6A. Their effective
team-building skills had enabled them to craft a large
distributor team in a very short
period of time and, as a result,
they recently achieved the Enagic
distributor rank of 6A2.
The dedicated effort and solid
commitment of Coach Ken and
Shannon were critical components
to the expansion of their team
and their rank advancement. In
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addition, their planning and strategic decision to select
the right sponsor was also a key facet in their rapid
success. Coach Ken and Shannon knew they could
master their warm market, which they coupled with
the expertise and experience of their sponsor, allowing

them to master and maximize the potential of the
patented Enagic compensation plan.

Both Coach Ken and Shannon Redman are dreamers
in action and this is just the beginning of their exciting
Enagic adventure. They not only plan to continue to
build their local Enagic business, but have also made
plans to branch out and develop distributor teams in
other areas of America and abroad. With trips planned
to Bali, Toronto, Las Vegas and Los Angeles, they’ve
taken control of their destinies and stepped into the
Light of Success with Enagic! Congratulations to both
of you and on your continued success!
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Branch News
Enagic Europe

10 Year Anniversary
Celebration
If the old saying “Time flies when you’re
having fun!” is accurate, then the staff and
distributors in Europe have been having a
blast for the past ten years! That’s right, the
Enagic operations in Europe are celebrating
ten very successful years of business!

The two-day celebration was attended by hundreds of
distributors and some of the highest-ranking leaders
in all of Europe. The first day started with a 6A2-3
and above lunch meeting. Top European leaders met
with Mr. Ohshiro to compare notes on the growth of
the European market over the past 10 years and to
discuss how to sustain future growth. Among those in
attendance were: Roland Hege (6A8-3), Henry Martin
(6A4-4), Sebastian Popa (6A3-4), Daniel Romascanu
(6A3-3), George Staneiu (6A2-3), and Cornell Marcu
(6A5-3).
The European market strategic meeting was followed
by two separate functions. The first was a 6A meeting,
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which was only open to 6A distributors and above.
Eighty distributors were on hand for the meeting hosted
by Tomomi Takabayashi, the well-established manager
of the Dusseldorf office in Germany. Top distributor
leaders, Roland Hege (6A8-3), Henry Martin (6A44), Sebastian Popa (6A6-4), Padraig O’Hara (6A3-2),
and John Hughes (6A4-2) were invited to be guest
speakers. They shared their personal stories about
the life-changing power of the Enagic business, and
how their own lives had changed as a result of finding
Enagic. During metting, the new 6A rank - up rules
were explained, and Padraig, who served as the emcee
for the 10 Year Anniversary party the following day,
shared his belief on the importance of building solid,
mutually-beneficial relationships with fellow 6A’s.
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At the same time the 6A meeting was being held, another
meeting with about forty 1A – 5A distributors was
underway. This meeting gave distributors a chance to ask
questions regarding machine service and maintenance,
E-Payment, commission, and information about the new
European Data Protection Laws. The meeting was a great
success and this was an excellent opportunity for new
distributors to get answers to their questions, leaving
attendees feeling empowered and excited!
The focus of the next day was about the future of the
European market and how distributors could maximize the
potential of Enagic products and opportunity. Sebastian
Popa gave an short introduction about the opportunity
Enagic offers for changing lives, followed by an informative
product demonstration conducted by United Kingdom
distributor Peter Chapman. After that, both established
distributor leaders and new rising superstars took the
stage to share their business strategies and techniques,
and explain how the Enagic opportunity has changed their
lives and the lives of their team members and clients. This
was just the beginning of a very full night of activities!
Fo l l o w i n g t h e d i s t r i b u t o r s p e e c h e s t h e r e w a s
a p re s e n t a t i o n e x p l a i n i n g E 8 PA m e m b e r s h i p
advantages. Then our newly recognized “Doctor Kaz"
gave the attendees a riveting presentation about the
exciting and rewarding Enagic business. After a short
break, the evening portion of the event started with an
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exciting performance by traditional Japanese drummers
and a welcome speech by Mr.Ohshiro. This was followed
by the new rank achievers ceremony, where newly ranked
6A and above distributors were recognized and given
the opportunity to say a few words about how they were
able to achieve their success and how finding Enagic has
changed their lives. There was also a special presentation
by the distributors with the highest amount of sales for the
entire ten years of operations in Europe. The results were:
Sebastian Popa, in 3rd place, Peter Fleischer, in second
place, and in first place, Roland Hege! Congratulations to
each of you for such an outstanding accomplishment! In
addition, there was a
traditional Kagamiwari
To a s t w i t h M r .
Ohshiro and the 6A23 ’ s a n d a b o v e . To
commemorate the
event, ceremonial
hammers were used
to break a barrel of
sake. This was followed by the cutting and serving of the
anniversary cake, a fun and exciting raffle, and plenty
of dancing. Thank you to all of the distributors who
contributed to the first ten years of success in Europe. Mr.
Ohshiro and the rest of the Enagic staff look forward
to even greater success during the next ten years and
beyond!
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Branch News
6A Susanne Dulle

Germany

Rising Star is Making an
Impact & a Difference!
Susanne Dulle started her Enagic journey much
like everyone else, with a simple desire to live life
her way. Prior to her Enagic business, she had worked
on a cruise ship for 10 years. Once her son was born,
she knew that life on the open ocean wouldn’t work anymore.
Being on a cruise ship for eight months out of the year simply wouldn’t
work if she wanted to raise her son. She knew a major change was needed.
She began looking for something that could pay the bills, but
that would also allow her the freedom to be a successful,
single mom. She knew a typical nine-to-five job just
wasn’t for her. When a friend asked her a question about
drinking water, she thought of a friend, who happened to
be a chemist, who had talked about the health benefits of
Kangen water.
After reaching out to her friend, she found herself at a
presentation at his mother’s house. It was there she fell in
love with Enagic and Kangen Water. She began drinking the
water and, once she was properly hydrated, she noticed an
overall improvement in daily life and realized the potential

this product could have as a business. Only a year later, she
had matched her old salary and still maintained a lifestyle
that let her be a thriving single mother. She attributed much
of her success to teaching an easily duplicated business
model to all of her team members. By doing this, she hoped
to create a massive organization of happy distributors.
From her home-based office, where she holds meetings and
handles her daily business, she is working hard to reach 6A2
this year. Her ultimate goal is to build a huge distributor
team to share the idea of True Health with the world and to
enjoy the freedom of time that Enagic has provided for her
family.
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Industry Insight
Mexico

Sophisticated Wellness
Meets the World’s
Best Water!
Ade Alvarado and Uri Cancino started their
Enagic business in 2016. “Having backgrounds
in the health & wellness industry, it was only
natural for us to incorporate Kangen Water into our
lives.” The two organized the largest wellness event in
Mexico called BienFest.
With a mission statement of “Spreading information and
providing resources to educate people on living a happy and
healthy life,” the two felt an obligation to tell the world about
Kangen Water when they discovered the power of health
through proper hydration. They purchased a machine, and
after drinking Kangen Water, quickly realized what a profound
positive impact this decision made on their lives and health.
This motivated them to share their new-found knowledge
and the product which was changing their lives.
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In only a year, they achieved the rank of 6A and are currently
6A2. As a result of their success, they opened their own
wellness center called the Wellness Boutique. It is here they
make all kinds of tools and resources available to people
looking to learn about a healthier way of living with Kangen
Water and proper hydration.
With their wellness center as a centralized hub, they’ve been
able to provide a place for presentations to spread the word
and reach more people than ever. “We know that Mexico and

the rest of the world have the potential to improve eating,
hydration, physical, emotional, spiritual and mental habits.
Therefore, we are committed to promoting the development
of wellness in Mexico and the world.” They know that with

determination, along with the continuous motivation and
inspiration from Enagic and Mr. Ohshiro, they can make their
dream of a world of True Health, a reality!

Wellness Boutique
Condesa, Amsterdam 71a
Hipódromo, 06100
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Branch News

New York, NY,
USA

Enagic: Building an
Incredible Family Business
As Enagic celebrates our 44th year in business,
one of our most successful distributors is getting
ready to celebrate his own major milestone; forty
years
of
marriage!
That’s right, just a few short
years after Mr. Ohshiro started
operations, which would become the
Enagic of today, Romi Verdera and his lovely wife Rose were exchanging
their vows and preparing to embark on a life-long adventure together. It
would take another twenty years before Romi would cross paths with the
Enagic business, but that meeting would become life-changing for not
only Romi and his entire family, but also for Enagic USA.
In the direct sales and
network marketing
industry it is often said that
there are two questions
about family, which is the
best test of the legitimacy
of the product being sold.
First, do the distributors closest family members own and
use the product? Second, do those same family members
still talk to the person who sold them the product? While it
may seem to border on the ridiculous, the answer to these
two questions can actually serve as a very clear indication of
the true value of the product. Consider this, if a distributor of
any type of product were to tell a prospect that their product
is the best and that the prospect should purchase that
product, but then they find out that none of the distributor's
closest family members use the product, wouldn’t that raise
some red flags? If the product is so great and beneficial, why
wouldn’t they make sure that their closest family members
were the first people to get the product? And then the
second question, if the distributor had sold a product to
family members, but now they won’t talk to them at all,
wouldn’t that also raise red flags?
Fortunately for Romi, he believed in the Enagic products
and the business opportunity so much that not only did he
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make sure all of his closest relatives own an Enagic machine,
but many of them have also become successful distributors.
Oh, and in case you were wondering, all of Romi’s family still
talk to him! In fact, many of Romi’s closest family, including
his children have embraced everything the product and
business has to offer and Enagic has truly become their “Family
Business”. Now, as Romi and Rose celebrate four decades of
marriage, they have also looked back to reflect on life since
finding Enagic.
“On our 40th Wedding Anniversary, my wife and I are
so happy and so grateful to Mr. & Mrs. Ohshiro for the
incredible Enagic business, which has made so many of our
dreams come true. My
two sons and their wives
work with my wife and
me in the business, so we
are able to enjoy more
quality time with each
other as a family. We are
able to travel together, vacation together and enjoy time with
our precious grand children. Enagic not only changed my life,
but also the next generations of the Verdera family. It is so
fulfilling to see many of my friends and family who joined me
in Enagic enjoying a healthy and financially rewarding lifestyle.

This is truly a gift from God for many of us!”
One of Romi’s sons was asked how he feels Enagic has
impacted the Verdera family and this is what he had to say,
“What an amazing milestone and blessing to be celebrating
my parent’s 40th anniversary! We've been through so much
as a family; from losing my childhood home to foreclosure
and struggling for many years, to literally changing our entire
family's fortunes and lifestyle thanks to Mr. Ohshiro and our
amazing company Enagic. Our futures are looking bright
thanks to Enagic. Our global Enagic business is booming
worldwide and has offered us opportunities I could have
never dreamed possible. Recently, my wife Nellie retired
from the corporate world at the age 35 and now we love to
spend our time traveling to different countries with our 3 and
5-year-old daughters. There’s truly no limit to the amazing life
you can design with Enagic. God bless Mr. Ohshiro and this
amazing company!”

business. It is obvious from all the family members who own
an Enagic machine and all of the distributors who are related
to Romi and Rose. Enagic would like to extend our gratitude
for everything Romi, and his entire team, has done to help
move the Enagic business forward. Mr. and Mrs. Ohshiro,
and all the Enagic staff from around the world, wish Romi
and Rose a joyous 40th Anniversary and hope that you have
many, many more years of health, happiness and wedded
bliss ahead of you!

Romi Verdera is an excellent example of a person who
believes in the product they offer and the potential of the
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Branch News

USA

Opportunity on the
High Seas

Summer is here and the sunglasses were out
in force as Enagic distributors in Southern
California got the summer started right with
an amazing harbor cruise presentation and
luncheon. Organized and hosted by 6A4-2 Tony
Mack, over 150 people attended! Mr. Mack was
host and emcee, while Daniel Dimacale dazzled
everyone with his wit and knowledge as he shared
information about Enagic, Kangen Water, and the incredible
Enagic independent distributor business opportunity.

This unique event was
held on the impressive,
in Newport Beach,
California. At over 125
feet long and able to
accommodate over 150
guests, the Ambassador
is currently the largest
yacht in the Admiral
Yacht Charters fleet.
This beautiful ship has
an interior hand crafted
from cherry wood, luxurious stainless-steel appointments,
and a custom aluminum ceiling. The most stunning design
aspect of the yacht is the twin spiral stair towers at the
aft of the vessel. The third deck offers a huge panoramic
observation deck that is over 1000 square feet. Attendees
were treated to spectacular views of the multi-million-dollar
mansions that line the shores of Newport Harbor.
Top distributors from Los Angeles and Orange County were
on hand to share their knowledge and to answer questions
from eager prospects. In addition to Tony Mack and Daniel
Dimacale, distributors Mary Jane Cruz, Ed Sampillo, John Mai,
Thomas Vu, Denis Tharel, Roeann Mack and Pierre Marcand
were on board to share their insight and experience.
Immediately following the presentation, the ship left the
docks and everyone enjoyed a delicious lunch and tranquil
cruise around the harbor. This was much more than a
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pleasure cruise! Mixed among the laughter, fine dining,
music, delicious desserts and the stimulating conversations
were order forms being filled out and people getting
extremely excited about the potential of both the product
and the opportunity. Mr. Mack plans on conducting future
events, and had this to say, “I have organized quite a few
of these events and the only thing I wish is that there was
more space, so every person who wants to attend is able
to. Unfortunately, on a ship there is literally only so much
room, but for the people who are able to attend, it is an
unforgettable experience!” This was a tremendous event and
we congratulate Mr. Mack for organizing this very successful
summer harbor cruise!
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Branch News

Singapore

Something Amazing is
Happening in Singapore!
Amazing Star Montessori
House SK2
There is childcare and then there is caring about
children. At Amazing Star Montessori House SK2
they believe that actually caring about the children
they serve is much more important than simply being
a “babysitter”. Specializing in care for children 18 months
to 6 years old, the Amazing Star team is dedicated to making
a positive impact on every child entrusted to their care. The
inviting facility is located in Sengkang in the north-east region of Singapore. The childcare center was
established eight years ago by Ms. Cheong Hock Kiam, who also happens to be an Enagic 6A2 distributor.
She had previously worked with special needs children and, upon leaving that job, decided that she wanted
to open her own childcare center so she could make a real difference in the lives of her clients.

Two ye a rs a go , Ms .
Kiam was introduced
to Kangen Water and
decided to purchase
a LeveLuk Super 501
s p e c i f i c a l l y fo r h e r
childcare center. Once
she discovered that
the machine was able
t o p ro d u ce a g ra d e
of water which could
be used to sterilize
and sanitize without
t h e n e e d fo r h a r s h
chemical cleaners, she
was sold! “I wanted to create as close to a chemical-free
environment for the children as possible, and with the Enagic
machine I can make gallons of the 2.5 pH sanitizing water, for
just pennies. It’s extremely effective and safe for the children
because it’s water, and it has helped us greatly reduce the
expense of buying chemical cleaners.”
Hoping to reduce the transmission of harmful germs, bacteria
and even some viruses, Ms. Kiam instituted a regiment
of every child washing their hands and forearms in the
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sanitizing water when they arrive at the facility. She also has
the children wash their hands in the sanitizing water when
they go outside for activities and when they come back
in. “Implementing this routine for the children seems to be
having very positive results. The extra hand-washing teaches
the children good hygiene and has helped to reduce the
transmission of contagious and easily contracted conditions,
like hand-foot and mouth disease. An unexpected benefit
has been a great reduction of mosquito bites on the hands
and arms of the children when they play outside. I’m not sure
if it is from the extra hand washing or the sanitizing water or a

bit of both, but I do know that, whatever the reason, the kids
are getting bit less and aren’t scratching their arms.” Ms. Kiam
added, “The children also love to drink the water and our
kitchen staff uses Kangen Water in the preparation of meals

and in all the recipes which call for water. This has been a
valuable addition to both my business and my personal life.
Thanks, Enagic and Kangen Water!”
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Enagic HQ
The Enagic 44th
Anniversary

It’s hard to believe that
it has been forty-four
years since our founder,
Mr. Ohshiro, began
business operations
which would eventually
evolve and grow into
the Enagic of today.
Since its inception, the
company has grown
b e yo n d e ve r yo n e’s
wildest expectations, including Mr. Ohshiro’s. “I am so proud,
yet humbled, as we celebrate forty-four years in business. I
had always believed we could do it, but I never imagined
that we would be where we are today, but I believe that the
real credit to our growth and success is our incredible staff
and global network of independent distributors. I am only
one man, so trying to spread the concept of True Health and
Kangen Water by myself, I’m sure would have taken at least
several lifetimes. But together, using the power of face-toface, human based marketing, our dedication, our caring
and our compassion for our fellow man and woman have
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allowed our products to positively impact the lives of millions
of people from all around the world. For this, I am grateful
beyond words.”
During the anniversary celebration in Okinawa, Mr. Ohshiro
insisted that the local distributors and staff be recognized, so
he gathered everyone together so they could take pictures to
commemorate this auspicious occasion. “I thank each of you
for your contributions and look forward to the next forty-four
years of continued success!”

Branch News

The “Doctor”
is in the House!

Mr. Ohshiro and the entire Enagic staff
would like to congratulate our very own Kaz,
the Managing Director of Enagic India &
Sales Director of Enagic Dubai, for recently
receiving an Honorary Doctorate for
Wellness Education from the Indian Virtual
Academy for Peace and Education. We are
all very excited and proud that this prestigious
honor was bestowed on Kaz and we look forward
to this newest “doctor” being a valued member of
the Enagic corporate team!

a mission to spread the word of Enagic and Kangen Water all
around the globe!
Kaz has already conducted his seminar in different parts of the
USA, Canada, and in Europe. He is tentatively scheduled to
speak in Kenya, Russia and France in August. In the meantime,
Kaz will spend this month at the new office in Dubai, where he
will share his extensive experience and knowledge with both
staff and distributors.
Kaz has done a lot to share information about Kangen Water
with medical doctors throughout India and other parts of the
world. This recognition led to his nomination and selection
to receive this honor. He was presented with his honorary
doctorate during the recent 2018 award and commencement
ceremony, where he appeared in a traditional “graduation” style
cap and gown to accept his framed certificate.

Congratulations on a job well done, Kaz! Your hard work and
tireless dedication is an inspiration to us all.

Kaz has seen an increase in medical professionals recommending
our machines to their patients. These professionals recognize
that treating symptoms with medication does not always
address the underlying cause of a health-related issue. As a
result, doctors are reducing the prescription of medication that
may have harmful side effects and advising a more “natural”
approach to health as a way to improve overall well-being.
Recognition of his accomplishments in the area of health
education and Kangen Water inspired Kaz to travel around
the globe to speak about the philosophy of True Health. He
is a powerful, energetic speaker and a dedicated educator on
Global E-Friends 2018.7
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Member Benefits:
The Middle of the
Week Getaway

Fo r m o s t
people, if they
had just attended
a huge business-related
weekend event, they would probably be dreading the fact that on Monday they would
have to head right back to work. But Sam and Cora are
not most people! After participating in an Enagic event
in the Philippines, these two dynamic individuals did
what most people can only dream of - they did what
they wanted! As E8PA Black Card members, they contacted the E8PA staff to inform them they were coming,
jumped on a plane and flew to Okinawa to enjoy the
benefits of their membership. Having both the time
and financial freedom to
take an impromptu middle-of-the-week getaway
is something that most
people will never enjoy,
but it’s something these
two have truly grown to
appreciate!
Once they arrived at the
E8PA resort, they settled
in at the Enagic Guest
House for a few days of
rest and relaxation. For
these two E8PA Black
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Card members, their guest house stay didn’t cost them
anything extra. Complimentary access to the guest
house, as long as it is available, is one of the many benefits included as part of their annual membership dues.
Not only did they get to relax, but since Mr. Ohshiro
happened to be in Okinawa at the time of their trip, he
took time out of his very busy schedule to meet with
Sam and Cora. Whenever he can, Mr. Ohshiro enjoys
spending time with E8PA members who travel to his
home town to enjoy the tranquil serenity and amenities
of the E8PA Resort.
After a few days of rest, relaxation, some site seeing (as
part of a short, heart-moving E8PA tour on the story
of Enagic), great food and great company, both Sam
and Cora were rejuvenated and headed to Hong Kong,
ready to once again share the incredible benefits of
Kangen Water and the truly life changing potential of
the Enagic business. For Sam and Cora, freedom means
being able to choose to get away in the middle of the
week, without worry of negative consequences, like
losing a job when they return or worrying about how
they will make up for the funds they spent. For more
and more people, the Enagic business has become their
key to not only True Health, but to True Freedom!

EXCLUSIVE SERVICE FOR E8PA MEMBERS
As a member of E8PA, you will receive the following exclusive benefits:

Commission E-mail
service

- Receive notifications
when you have expected
commission!

Check your
accumulated E-Points
status online
- Accumulated E-Points
can be redeemed for travel
expenses when you attend
Enagic events anywhere in
the world!

Online Genealogy
(Bubble Tree)

- Build your Enagic business
strategically by overviewing
your group organization and
offer effective support.

Get your E8PA card today and take another step
forward to success and prosperity!

visit www.e8pa.com and register now!
Global E-Friends 2018.7
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Road

to

6A

The 2018
Wonder Women of Enagic
Yaeko Ohshiro, the
“Original” Enagic Wonder Woman!
Last year, the new Wonder Woman movie took the world by storm and
broke box office records around the globe. Enagic has its own group of
dynamic females, who have been taking the world by storm in a different way for over a decade! They have been setting and then breaking
their own records by spreading the idea of True Health all around the
world! This collection of incredible women actually started over forty
years ago with the very first Enagic Wonder Woman, Yaeko Ohshiro, wife and partner of Enagic
founder and CEO Hironari Ohshiro. With steadfast dedication, Mrs. Ohshiro helped secure
the foundation of growth and possibility for every woman who has joined forces with Enagic
to help them make their dreams come true. We salute Yaeko and all the other ladies who have
achieved tremendous success with Enagic. Please allow us to introduce you to some of the
amazing 2018 Wonder Women of Enagic!
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Cynthia Briganti

Keiko Ishii

Glenda Calinisan

Winnie Lo

Kyoko Nakamura

Cora Loh

Michelle Raley

Kariani

Judy Fleming

Jillina Dafesh
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Caroline Chou

Danya Liu

Tamia Williams

Jun Leung

Cindy Liao

Elizabeth Sumbillo

Rini Sedyawan

Elissa Cheng

Daphne Sumbillo

Frederique Mollett

Norli Razmi

Nathalie Sorensson

Sai Mui Ellice Wong

Honor Wiltshire

Helen Wong

These incredible ladies come from all walks of life and
from all over the world, but they have one very important
thing in common; they are ALL amazing women! They
have discovered the unbelievable potential of the Enagic
business and are now using their own “super powers” to
change the lives of men, women and children all around the
world.
But instead of the Lasso of Truth, they use the power of the
Circle of Compassion! Instead of deflecting bullets with
gold bracelets, they deflect unhealthy lifestyle choices with
the knowledge of True Health! And instead of flying around
the world in an invisible jet, they fly around the world, well,
they actually do fly around the world, and they normally do
it in planes, they just aren’t invisible!
These inspiring wonder women have combined their
passion for helping others with an undeterred drive and
dedication to create a thriving direct-sales business which
is changing the lives of not only their own families, but the
lives of tens of thousands of others. And the direct sales
industry is great for women! According to a Direct Selling
Association survey, women make up over 75% of those

participating in direct sales in the United States. And it
doesn’t matter what level of business experience a woman
has. We have successful distributors ranging in experience
from stay-at-home moms all the way to corporate
executives!
The Enagic Independent Distributor program is an
attractive business opportunity for anyone, but it is
especially appealing to women. Unlike the corporate world,
where gender bias, unfair limitations and glass ceilings
may hinder advancement and earning potential, the Enagic
business is wide open. In Enagic, the only person deciding
on your level of success is YOU!
We encourage women around the world to experience
the Enagic difference. We invite you to find out what
our business is all about and to discover if this incredible
opportunity might be right for you. While it may be true
that Enagic already has some of the most incredible women
on the planet in our business, we hope you will check out
what we have to offer…we can always use a few more
wonder women!
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Stories of Success
In Business Freedom of Time is the Greatest Freedom of All!
The Enagic business has created tremendous opportunity for
people all over the world. For many, this opportunity has turned
into success; success which has brought them the most important
freedom of all…freedom of time.
“One of our distributors, Eli Dafesh, describes his experiences with
Enagic as follows: I fear my words will not do this incredible man
the justice that he deserves and that no matter what I might say,
it would fall short of truly explaining the honor and privilege it has
been to know Mr. Ohshiro. But I was asked to make this contribution,
so I will do my best. My first exposure to Enagic was in 2006, at
an event on the Queen Mary in Long Beach, CA. Mr. Ohshiro was
giving a presentation to a packed house, mainly of Japanese people.
He gave his talk in Japanese, with an English
interrupter doing his best to keep up with him.
While I tried my best to listen to the English version
of the information, I was captivated by the passion
and conviction of the man speaking. Although
I could not understand the language he was
speaking, I understood every feeling he uttered.
Any language barrier that may have existed at
first crumbled and I quickly realized that this man,
Hironari Ohshiro, and I were kindred spirits, men
that shared a burning desire to succeed and to
help others. I immediately knew I wanted to meet
and work with this man.
When I first meet Mr. Ohshiro I had already been
very successful in business. I had worked in the
beauty salon industry for over 20 years and then
had tried my hand in the network marketing / direct
sales industry, where I became a one million dollar-plus annual
earner and a trainer. My experience had taught me to recognize
opportunity and potential, but perhaps even more importantly, it
taught me to recognize leadership. This is one area that is often
lacking in traditional Network Marketing businesses. Making a lot
of money and driving expensive cars and wearing flashy clothes
and jewelry are not the signs of leadership. Instead, true leadership
is often soft spoken and subtle; it somehow finds its way through
all the hype and the cheers. Mr. Ohshiro was the embodiment of
leadership, which was one of the things that impressed me most

about him. Once I got to know Mr. Ohshiro on a more personal level,
he ended up being just as passionate, as driven, as committed as I
had thought he was.
It is said that you can tell a lot about a man based on the way he
treats his wife. If this is true, then Mr. Ohshiro would be a thoughtful,
respectful, faithful and honorable man, which he is. They are an
incredible couple, at each other’s sides almost all of the time. It has
been a pleasure to get to know both of them, and my wife, Jillina,
and I consider Mr. & Mrs. Ohshiro as very dear friends.
My life, and the life of my family, has been impacted beyond words
by working with Mr. Ohshiro. The incredible products and the
unbelievable opportunity of Enagic have
created a lifestyle that most cannot even
comprehend. It has allowed us one of the
most sought-after assets available: freedom
of time. Of course, we also enjoy a beautiful
home and all the luxuries that come with
financial success, but frankly, without
freedom of time, everything else ends up
being pretty insignificant. If you don’t have
time to enjoy the fruits of your labor with
those you love, what is the point? This is a
lesson that Mr. Ohshiro has embedded in my
mind. Although he has made vast fortunes,
he lives very simply and is always looking for
ways that he can help others. He has set an
incredible example, worthy of being followed
by anyone.
Mr. Ohshiro has honored me and my family with your compassion,
your wisdom, your generosity, your spirit and your love. To show my
appreciation I have done my best to be a good husband, a good
father, a good distributor, and a good mentor. I humbly thank you
for the incredible opportunity you have created for me and so many
others and the amazing good fortune you have bestowed on my
entire family. Words cannot express the depth of my heartfelt thanks,
but I hope you know how much I appreciate all you have done for
me and my family.”

Above is an excerpt from the book Quenching the Thirst for Global Success, the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro.
It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories and the actions that were taken to create Enagic.
A must for distributors, it is available at www.enagic.com/shop
Also available in Chinese, Italian, French and Spanish! Contact your local branch office for details.
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JEREMIAH JOHN O`KEEFE

Australia

ANNETTE BRAMMERTZ / FREDAIR

Belgium

BRODIE L SALNITRO

Australia

MARIA MARIAN

Romania

SHAUNE ANDREW CLARKE

Australia

SC BIOPROSANO NATURA SRL

Romania

SCOTTY ZE MORTIMER

Australia

MUNTEAN IOAN SERGIU

Romania

SERENA LARCOMBE

Australia

SC SEND 92 TERAPII ALTERNATIVE

Romania

PRICE PTY LTD

Australia

INES HOFSTAETTER

Austria

DAVID WILLIAM NIEUWENHOVEN

Australia

TEOCAR S.R.O.

Slovakia

PAULINE J BYRNE

Australia

EUGEN LUECHTEFELD

Germany

HEALTH FIRST PHARMACY BALLAJURA

Australia

WBC MARK SRL

Romania

VAN HUU NGUYEN

Australia

UNLIMITED CAREER DEVELOPMENT UCD SRL Romania

YOSHIO NOUCHI

Brazil

LE THI MINH THO

Hong Kong

TERUO HATO

Brazil

WU DA ZHI

Hong Kong

ZONG HAI ZHU

Canada

UNITED STARS INTERNATIONAL CO LTD / UNITED STA Hong Kong

LIQING ZHANG

Canada

BN CO./MAN HIU KWAN

Hong Kong

LIU SHAN JUN

Canada

BASIC HEALTH DAILY/LEUNG CHI WAI

Hong Kong

JUN SHAN LIU

Canada

NAGESH PRAKASH

India

WEN CHANG YE

Canada

ASHOK VERMA

India

CANDICE L BENSON

Canada

GURPREET SINGH

India

MARY MICHELLE A. SICAM

Canada

SHALI SANKAR

India

GINA C DIMITROV

Canada

KUSHI PONNAMMA K.P

India

LILIBETH G. DELA CRUZ

Canada

AMRINA ROSYADA

Indonesia

PARISA AZIZI

Canada

DR ENI ZATILA

Indonesia

AMS WATER CORP.

Canada

SITI MASITOH

Indonesia

ARMIN KARIMINIA

Canada

ASEP WAHYU

Indonesia

DAYA HEALTH FOODS

Canada

DANA. BE

Indonesia

HD ALKALINE INC

Canada

DOLLY INDRASILVIANTI

Indonesia

THUY NGO

Canada

SANTOS LUIS JR ESTEBAN

Japan

SAS ALCACLEAN

Réunion

YONG KEAK EE

Malaysia

MARISSA ROSAL

United Kingdom

BIEN AHORA S DE RL DE CV 5

Mexico

ELEODORO B. ALCANTARA

France

EDUARDO TOMBOC

Philippines

ADAM GATELEY

United Kingdom

RONALD SANGKAL

Philippines

FITNESS WATER LTD

United Kingdom

JONARD KRISTOPHER JAO

Philippines
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RHODA PINILI

Philippines

JOSE J MURO

USA

周育倫

Taiwan

MARILEE D LESSLEY

USA

邱子嫻

Taiwan

SANDRA NGUYEN

USA

GANNA SHNYUKOVA

United Arab Emirates

JAMES ESCOBAR

USA

ARCANGEL RAMOS

USA

CHARLENE M GOLD

USA

ALLISON FLEMING

USA

SHELLY TATUM PRESENTS

USA

SHELLY D AUDIBERT

USA

GREGORY D FAHLMAN

USA

JOHN D OWENS

USA

HINH QUANG HUYNH

USA

JEROME GAILLARD

USA

KHANH DO

USA

FREEDOM CAPITAL INVESTMENT
SOLUTIONS LLC

USA

LINDA T NGUYEN

USA

DERRICK T TRAN

USA

FRANCISCO TORRES

USA

LYDIA R CUBACHA

USA

MICHAEL WILSON

USA

HUI ZHAO

Canada

JOSIE L PRESCOTT

USA

6A2

KELLY KINGI

Australia

UNITED STARS INTERNATIONAL
CO LTD/CHENG KAI LEUNG

Hong Kong

OWEN HERMINA

Canada

ULA INTERNATIONAL HEALTH DEVEL

Canada

ASEP WAHYUDI

Indonesia

CAPE NOVA TRANSPORT LTD

Canada

HIRUTA MARY SHELLA PINO

Japan

MICHAEL DREHER

Canada

PIERRE JON CABAHUG

Philippines

LICUANAN REYNALDO

France

CHERRIKEE JAO

Philippines

NATHAN WELLS

United Kingdom

尚崇國際(股)公司

Taiwan

KATE O BRIEN

United Kingdom

SHELLY DUHE AUDIBERT

USA

TULI ALEXANDRU IULIU

Romania

LIQUID THERAPY INC.

USA

MUNTEAN ELENA

Romania

LESLIE MIRABAL

USA

NELY KANGEN SRL

Romania

FREE 2 BE FAMILY LLC

USA

LE DUC PHU

Hong Kong

ACCESS TO HEALTHY LIVING INC.

USA

HUANG WAN JUN

Hong Kong

TIMOTHY BACA

USA

6A2-2

KANGEN SRO

Slovakia

ALKALIZED HEALING WATER SDN BHD

Malaysia

MA. CAMILLE CABAHUG

Philippines

6A2-3

RAISONS D ETRE INC

USA
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